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Refinish gun stocks polyurethane

08/08/20 Heck, even parkerizing quality work would have been better than spray paint. Oh, my God. If I've ever come across a rifle that doesn't accumulate items with good metal, but wood in rough conditions (it hasn't happened yet),... I think if the wood kinda sorta well, I might be tung-oil it w/o polish or maybe a lot of fire polish since I
just saw some wood finished with gluten oil. If it really hit up, I might fully sand it and follow that with some poly satin. The option may not make it look original anymore, but it might look good again, which for rough wood really seems to be good enough. I guess another option would be just the original wood record, although really beaten
up and given something like Boyd's stock for real use in the Caribouriver06-15-2012 field, 2:54 PMOne's problem with polyurethane is that it can't be repaired easily. It's hard. Well put – that is why it's good on the ground linseed oil, shellack, oil and soft oil tru-oil repair easily without peeling off the finish. In non-collector stocks, I have good
luck with Tru-Oil. After some 5-6 coats, I wet the sand with one of those green 320 grit nylon sanding fabrics lubricated with thinner paint or kerosene that knocks the shadows out (down to what you want) and leaves behind a well-repaired defense that looks right for the C&amp;R Grendl06-19-2012 rifle, 11:00 AMTook SVT-40 Angeles
away on Saturday. Clean her at home and marvel by how well everything is inside, including the gas system. The inside of the stock looks like it has waxed (but hard) slopped all over its inside. Thanks for all the tips on getting rid of the colors. I'll make gluten oil in stock because I can get it to look like a shellack, but it will wear better. The
metal may be white on the bottom, so we will see. I will post a picture of her naked vBulletin® v3.8.9, copyright ©2000-2020, vBulletin Solutions, Inc.
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